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My story and background 

College/Medical School 

Barnard College/Columbia University  

1982--1990 ( Basic Research ) 

Residency training 
University of California, San Francisco  

Boston Children’s/MIT    
Faculty Positions 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center  

1998-2007 

Massachusetts General Hospital  

2008-present 

 

 

Orlo Clark ,Judah Folkman, Doug Hanahan PhD 

 

Hal Dvorak MD/Jack Lawler PhD /Rich Hodin MD 

Keith Lillemoe 



Courtesy of Marsha Moses PhD 

Director of Harvard Vascular Biology Program 

Born in 1933 

 

Father was a rabbi 

 

Harvard Medical School at 19 

 

Professor at HMS- 34 



1. “. . . solid tumors are dependent upon new capillary sprouts. . .” 

 

2. “. . . without neovascularization solid tumors might become 

   completely dormant…” 

 

3.    “the term anti-angiogenesis is proposed to mean the 

  prevention of new vessel sprouts from penetrating into 

  an early tumor implant.” 

 

4. “the necrotic center of a large tumor was at one time well 

   vascularized, however, the high pressures which build up 

            in a large tumor could diminish blood flow to the center.” 

        . 



• 1970- Folkman sends in first NIH grant 

Hypothesis:  Tumor growth is dependent on blood supply 

 

• Review summary-pink sheet 
“It is common knowledge that the hypervascularity associated with tumors 

is due to dilation of host vessels and not new vessels and that this dilation 

is probably caused by the side effects of dying tumor cells. Therefore, 

tumor growth cannot be dependent upon blood vessel growth any more 

than infection is dependent upon pus.” 

 

Rejection 



 

 

 

 Angiogenesis 

 

   
 

 

1998-  

 

Judah Folkman-  

 

”If you have a cancer and you are a mouse, we 

can take good care of you” 

 

2004-  

Mark McClellan, FDA commissioner 

 

“Anti-angiogenic therapy can now be considered 

the 4th modality for cancer treatment”  (in 

addition to surgery, radiation and chemotherapy).  

      

      



 His scientific legacy 

 

 

 

 

Publications 447 

Book chapters and 

reviews 
116 

Trainees 165 

Patents (issued and 

pending) 
477 



 His scientific legacy 







Animal models of cancer 

Complex interaction 

between different cell 

types:  

– Tumor cells 

– Endothelial cells 

– Lymphatics 

– Stromal cells 

– Immune cells 

– Inflammatory 

cells 



First phase…. 

 

• Smaller grants – 1998-2007 

• Institutional support 

• ACS  

• K08 grant 

• Foundation grants 

 

• ATA grant--- connection to my clinical practice 

 

Testing antiangiogenic 

therapies in pancreatic 

cancer 



2007 – Making the jump to 

independence 

• Demonstrate independence 

• First and senior author publications 

• Obtain independent “space” 

• Obtain additional pilot grants 

 

K-Award R01-Award 



Starting the process for R01 grant  

• 2007  started to write R01grants 



Starting the process for R01 grant  

• Preparation 

– 28 publications total 

– > 12 publications in my area of funded grants (Cancer 

Research, Clinical Cancer Research, etc...) 

– Meeting with various mentors 

– Understanding the study sections 

• First R01’s submitted NCI in 2007 non 

fundable score 





66 grants/last 10 years = 6 grants/year 

25 TS R01 



How to use the money? 
Better define my lab effort 

Gene Discovery 

Human tumor 

clinical specimens 

Clinical correlations 

Build Disease 

Models 

Useful models in 

mice 

Preclinical 

Studies:Treatment 

response, resistance 

Discovery: 

Cell biology and 

gene pathways 

Progression and 

metastasis 

Clinical Trials 

Phase I, II 

Proof of concept 

Improve patient outcomes 

What specific 

genes or 

molecules 

result in more 

aggressive 

behavior ? 

Can we predict 

who will do 

worse based on 

genetic makeup 

of tumor? 

Test novel 

therapies in 

models 



Development of a simple orthotopic mouse model 

using fluorescent human thyroid cancer cells 

GFP 

Anatomy 
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PLX4720 

From mice to men 



Lessons learned  from treated patients 

Pathway interactions are extremely complex 

• Activation of upstream signaling pathways 
– Resistance  to therapy 

– Development of cutaneous squamous cell carcinomas 

– Marked resistance to apoptosis 

• Effects  of BRAF and BRAF inhibitors on immune system 
– Need improved models 
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Don’t be afraid 



8 P’s for Success in Research 

• Passion 

– Choose areas of research that you are interested in 

– Clinically relevant 

• Push yourself- Don’t wait to be pulled 

• Protect your time 

• Plan: 

– Plot a path- might not be a straight path 

– Careers are full of twists and turns 

• Partner (Mentor/Collaborator/Chair/Colleagues) 

• Place (Environment/Infrastructure) 

• Prove yourself- metrics and data 

• Persistence 

– Rejection and disappointment are ok but don’t let them be deterrents 

– Don’t sell yourself short 

 



Why go into academic surgery 

Your patients need you to ask the hard questions 

and they need your innovation 



Federal R&D Funding (budget authority, millions of dollars)  

@SarehParangiMD 

Why go into academic surgery 

Grab our share of the money 

Why go into academic surgery Why go into academic surgery 



NIDDK Career Development Awards 



Career Development Award: subsequent grant activity 

by degree -- 2005-2010 cohort*  

 

 



Age of Investigators Funded by NIH 

Established PI’s outcompeting other 

groups 



Why go into academic surgery 

 

 

You get to play in the lab and people 

present your work 

 



Why go into academic surgery 

 

Somebody needs to train the next generation- 

be a role model 



Why go into academic surgery 

Get to go to meetings and meet up with old friends 



Why go into academic surgery 

Travel to fun places 



Why go into academic surgery 

Your paycheck will be HUGE 

 



Remember that life happens 



“The problem of understanding the 

phenomenon of angiogenesis, of working out its 

biology, of connecting it to a large family of 

clinical diseases once thought to be totally 

separate entities, seems to have been tackled in 

somewhat the same way that the author E.L. 

Doctorow describes what it is like to write a 

novel. ‘Writing is like driving at night,’ he said, 

‘You cannot see beyond the headlights, but you 

can make the whole trip that way.’” 

“—Judah Folkman, M.D.” 



 

 

   

 

   Vascular Biology Program Conference Room 

  Karp 12, Children’s Hospital Boston 

Courtesy of Marsha Moses, PhD 

Director of Vascular Biology Program 



Thank you 



Thank you 


